CASE STUDY
LAND OWNER CONTRIBUTING LAND IN JOINT VENTURE

INTRODUCTION
This case study demonstrates how Estate Master DF can be used to model a project which considers a
potential Land Owner’s contribution to a project; considering their land value and facilitating percentage
shares of any costs or revenues while also creating their own separate cash flow.
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INITIAL SETUP
JOINT VENTURE PREFERENCES
We first need to switch our model into the Land Owner/Developer Joint Venture. Go to the Preferences,
and Joint Venture. Then switch the Development Type to Joint Venture (Developer and Land Owner).

LAND PURCHASE & ACQUISITION COSTS
The land will be contributed by a Land Owner at a value of $15m. This is entered in the PV of Land
Opportunity Cost cell in the Land Purchase and Acquisition Costs section of the Input Sheet.

FINANCING
PREFERENCES
There are a few attributes to the Financing of this model that need to be adjusted in the Preferences in
order to have the project funded as required.
Go to the Preferences button and open the Financing section of the Preferences.

Firstly; go to your Bank Loan (Loan 2) and make the following adjustments:
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Facility Limit Calculation Method
o Choose % of Net Cash Flow to be Funded. This will calcuate the total Net Cash Flow and
apply the percentage chosen in the Input Sheet.
Loan Drawdown Method
o Choose Progressively – Limited to culmulative facility limit. This will apply the
percentage entered in the Input Sheet on a month by month basis (other preferences
apply this percentage across the lifeline of the project).

Next, go to Loan 4.
By default; Loan 4 is your Senior Debt Overdraft. But you can adjust this to have a Fixed Limit and shift
Overdraft settings to your Equity. Therefore, if costs exeed financing; an Equity injection will be generated
to cover costs.
To do this, shift the Facility Limit Calculation Method to Set Fixed Limit (equity acts as overdraft facility).
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EQUITY INPUTS
The key assumption for this case study is that the developer has a maximum of $USD10m in equity. This is
entered in the Fixed Amount cell of the Equity section of the Financing at the bottom of the Input Sheet.

* If the Fixed Amount cell is greyed out, and the Percentage cell is editable; go to Preferences > Financing > Equity and shift
Facility Limit to Fixed Amount.

DEBT INPUTS
Bank funding can be arranged to a maximum of 70% of total funding required. This is entered in Loan 2:
Bank Loan in the Financing section of the Input Sheet.

* If the Percentage cell is greyed out, and the Fixed Amount cell is editable; go to Preferences > Financing > Equity and shift
Facility Limit to % of Net Cash Flow to be Funded.

The developer will make up the shortfall with Equity injections; we will show how to apply this later.

OTHER INPUT ASSUMPTIONS
The basic assumptions are as follows:











$15m Land value representing Land Owner’s contribution.
5% of total project costs have been set as Project Contingency
Professional Fees are set at percentage of construction costs including 4% for masterplan approval
and design and 3% for engineering and survey work. The latter is set to span the construction period.
A Development Management fee of 2 % of total project costs (all costs excluding the land purchase)
Construction has been staged in 2 stages: Stage 1 is the subdivision of 25 lots and stage 2 is
construction and sales of 50 condominiums (townhouses). Total construction is $27m including $2m
in global site costs
For simplicity, Statutory Fees and Landholding Costs have been set to nil
Selling Costs have been set with sales commissions of 4% with 50% paid upon sales exchange
Sales & Marketing allowance set to 4% of gross sales; pro-rata with exchanges (‘E’ in ‘Start’) rather
than settlements.
Sales have been linked to a user inserted worksheet that details all the lot and condo prices
individually. We could have typed these sale prices directly into the sales input section (it is
expandable to 500 rows) but for simplicity (and typical if you have a sales price list) we have linked the
average price for each stage times the number of units for each stage.
o Note: the ‘Staged’ column is used to classify costs as either ‘Global’ (G) or ‘Staged’ (1 or 2).
The Staged Summary Sheet (downloadable from EM online Client Area) can report on
profitability and development margin for each stage.
o Note: Milestone dates have also been entered in the model, which are linked to key cost and
revenue timings to make more transparent the relationships.
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REVENUE SPLIT
In this model, a percentage of Sales will be Split with the Land Owner upon Sale. This can be entered in the
Sales section in the red % Split to Owner column of each Sales line in the Input Sheet.

We will initially enter 25%, although we will adjust this later.

CASH FLOW
Look at the Cash Flow Sheet for a Monthly breakdown of all Costs and Revenues.
Scroll down to the Land Owner’s Cash Flow at the bottom of the Cash Flow Sheet; you will see that the
Land Owners Land value has been observed at Month 0. This is to represent the value of the Land that the
Land Owner has contributed.

In the Developers Cash Flow above, the result of the preferences we chose earlier are that costs from
Months 1 to 6 & Months 12 to 29 are split between the Bank Loan and Equity Injections at a 70%/30%
split on a monthly basis.

When Sales begin to come through in month 24; 25% of these immediately go to the Land Owner, as set
up earlier.
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In the Developers Cash Flow - as there are still costs occurring in Month 24; revenues are offset by these
costs until Month 31 when costs stop.

This revenue goes immediately to paying off bank debt in Loan 2 in Month 30, and then the developer
begins to make a profit by Month 42.

RESULTS
All project results are featured in the Summary Sheet.
The initial details; entitled Summary of Investment Returns to Developer seem to provide information
that hints to a healthy project, with both the Development margin and IRR close to target.

That only tells you the Developers returns.
When using the Land Owner/Developer Joint Venture, the report below that called Summary of
Investment Returns to Land Owner and Developer gives you a much more accurate indication of how
both the Land Owner and the Developer do in this project. Specifcally, scroll down to the performance
indicators.
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Taking into consideration the value of the land contributed by the Land Owner, Estate Master DF will alert
you to the fact that the Land Owner does not actually earn his money back; falling short by almost
$50,000.

RESOLUTION
You will recall that we distributed 25% of Revenue to the Land Owner in the Sales section of the Input
Sheet.

This gives us an opportunity to adjust this and create a project that may be more appealing to the Land
Owner. By increasing this amount, we can then refer to the Performance indicators and see how this will
affect the project.
Estate Master DF also contains all the ‘Goal Seek’ functionality of Excel. Therefore, you can run a ‘Goal
Seek’ on any Performance Indicator you like linked to this % Split to Owner cell.
Important Note: Since ‘Goal Seek’ only works by changing one cell, you will need to change the % Split to
Owner inputs so that the first one is a ‘value’ and the subsequent ones are a ‘formula’ that is linking to the
first one, so that if the first one changes, the others in that column automatically change.

In this case; a Goal Seek base on the Land Owners 12% Discount Rate finds that a percentage split of just
over 28% of Revenue creates a more even project for both Developer and Land Owner.
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